FROM: MOSCOW
TO: Secretary of State
NO: 211, JULY 18, MIDNIGHT

1. AT SOVIET REQUEST, THURSDAY'S SESSION STARTED AT 4:30 P.M. INSTEAD OF USUAL 3 P.M. IN ADDITION TO HARRIMAN THERE WERE PRESENT ON US SIDE KOHLER, KAYSEN, FISHER, TYLER, MCNAUGHTON, LONG, AKALOVSKY AND CASH. HARRIMAN GAVE GRONYKO TEXT OF PRESIDENT PRESS STATEMENT OF JULY 17 ON CURRENT TALKS, WHICH GRONYKO SAID HE HAD ALREADY READ IN RUSSIAN. HE FELT IT REFLECTED "GUARDED OPTIMISM." HARRIMAN OBSERVED THAT WHEN PRESIDENT MAKES PUBLIC STATEMENTS ON MATTERS OF THIS KIND HE ADDRESSES HIMSELF PRIMARILY TO THE US SENATE WHERE HE HAD TO GET SIXTY-SEVEN VOTES. HARRIMAN NOTED DRAFTING COMMITTEE HAD MADE SOME PROGRESS ON PREAMBLE OF TEST BAN AGREEMENT BUT WE STILL HAD SOME DIFFICULTY WITH PARAGRAPHS 2 AND 3, SUGGESTED DROPPING SECOND PARAGRAPH OF PREAMBLE.

2. GRONYKO, CHANGING SUBJECT, SAID HE WISHED TO SAY A FEW WORDS ON NAP. HE EXPRESSED HIS APPREHENSION THAT NOT ALL PARTICIPANTS IN PRESENT MEETINGS WERE AWARE OF IMPORTANCE OF SUBJECT OR OF SIGNIFICANCE WHICH SOVIET UNION ATTACHES TO IT IN CONNECTION WITH THESE TALKS. SOVIET EVALUATION OF ITS IMPORTANCE STATED FROM STATEMENT MADE JULY 2 BY KRUSHCHEV IN BERLIN. KRUSHCHEV HAD REPEATED THIS STATEMENT TO WESTERN REPRESENTATIVES WHEN THEY HAD MET WITH HIM HERE IN MOSCOW. GRONYKO SAID HE HAD ALSO DONE HIS BEST TO EMPHASIZE IMPORTANCE HIS GOVERNMENT ATTACHES TO NAP WHICH WOULD BE OF BENEFIT FOR ALL PEOPLES AND WOULD FAVORABLY INFLUENCE INTERNATIONAL SITUATION. HE COULD NOT OF COURSE AGREE THAT PROVISIONS WHICH REFERRED TO AN ENTIRELY DIFFERENT SUBJECT, I.E.: FREE ACCESS TO BERLIN, SHOULD BE ADDED TO NAP TEXT. SAID HE BELIEVED THIS WAS SO EVIDENT THAT HE FELT "SOMEHOW, EMBARRassed," TO HAVE TO TALK ABOUT THIS AT ANY LENGTH. HE SAID THESE MATTERS SO DIFFERENT THAT IMPOSSIBLE RAISE THEM IN SAME DOCUMENT OR MAKE ONE DEPENDENT ON OTHER. TO SAY NAP CONTINGENT ON CLAUSE RE FREE ACCESS TO BERLIN, WHICH PART OF GERMAN PEACE TREATY PROBLEM, ONLY COMPLICATED MATTER. HE FELT THAT IN THIS EXCHANGE OF VIEWS, THE THREE POWERS SHOULD MAKE EVERY EFFORT TO MAKE PROGRESS ON BOTH TEST BAN AND NAP WHICH SHOULD BE SIGNED SIMULTANEOUSLY, AND SAID WISHED STRESS SIMULTANEOUSLY. THIS WOULD HAVE A VERY FAVORABLE EFFECT ON THE WHOLE INTERNATIONAL
SITUATION. HE WISHED AGAIN TO EXPRESS HOPE THAT WESTERN REPRESENTATIVES WOULD ADOPT MORE SOBER APPROACH IN EVALUATING IMPORTANCE OF NAP, AND BE MORE OBJECTIVE IN EVALUATING SOVIET PROPOSALS. HE ASKED WHETHER WESTERN REPRESENTATIVES HAD ANY ADDITIONAL CONSIDERATIONS TO ADD TO WHAT WAS SAID YESTERDAY.

3. HARRIMAN SAID THAT KHRUSCHEV'S BERLIN SPEECH HAD BEEN CERTAINLY NOTED BY US. HE SUPPOSED THAT GROMYKO HAD READ STATEMENTS WHICH HAD BEEN MADE BY US AND UK LEADERS IN SEVERAL CAPITALS THAT ON ANY NONAGGRESSION AGREEMENT AFFECTING NATO WE INTENDED TO CONSULT WITH OUR ALLIES, AND SUPPOSED THE SOVIET GOVERNMENT WOULD BE DOING THE SAME. HE SAID WE WERE ON RECORD INTERNATIONALLY THAT WE ARE NOT RPT NOT AUTHORIZED NEGOTIATE ON BEHALF OUR ALLIES. WE SERE HERE TO LISTEN, EXPLORE, AND REPORT BACK, WITH VIEW OF OBTAINING VIEWS OUR ALLIES. WE WERE PREPARED TO TAKE NOTE OF OUR DISCUSSIONS THIS SUBJECT BY SOME LANGUAGE IN A COMMUNIQUE, AND COULD DO NOTHING BEYOND THIS. WE COUNLD NOT GET AUTHORITY FROM THIRTEEN OTHER MEMBER STATES TO NEGOTIATE FOR THEM. HE WAS AWARE OF THE IMPORTANCE WHICH THE SOVIET UNION ATTACHED TO NAP, AND HAD TAKEN NOTE OF THIS.

4. HAILSHAM SAID UK DEL HAD NOTED AND WAS AWARE OF IMPORTANCE SOVIET UNION ATTACHES TO QUESTION OF NAP. HIS GOVERNMENT HAD NOTED THE KHRUSCHEV SPEECH AS WELL AS WHAT HE HAD SAID AT MEETING EARLIER THIS WEEK, ALSO WHAT GROMYKO HAD SAID ON SUBJECT. ALL THIS HAD BEEN PASSED ON TO LONDON. HOWEVER WE ARE HERE TO NEGOTIATE TEST BAN AGREEMENT AND DO NOT HAVE AUTHORITY NEGOTIATE ON BEHALF ALLIES. HAVE IN FACT PROMISED NOT TO DO SO. IF WE DID IT WOULD MAKE IT LESS RATHER THAN MORE LIKELY THAT WE WOULD EVENTUALLY GET THEIR ACCEPTANCE. SAID HE CERTAINLY WENT ALONG WITH WHAT HARRIMAN HAD SAID AND WOULD NOT FAIL INFORM BRITISH GOVERNMENT OF SOVIET VIEWS. COULD WHOLE-HEARTEDLY ACCEPT HARRIMAN'S SUGGESTION RE COMMUNIQUE.

II

1. GROMYKO RESPONDED WE WOULD EVIDENTLY HAVE TO CONTINUE DISCUSSION THIS SUBJECT AT THE NEXT OR ONE OF THE NEXT MEETINGS BECAUSE THE SOVIET GOVERNMENT DOES ATTACH GREAT IMPORTANCE TO THIS MATTER.

2. HARRIMAN SAID WOULD BE WELL FOR SOVIETS UNDERSTAND WHY US AND UK DELS INSTRUCTED AS THEY ARE. HAD COME IN ACCORDANCE WITH COMMUNICATIONS BETWEEN KHRUSCHEV, PRESIDENT AND PRIME MINISTER CONCERNING TEST BAN, NOT ON NAP. FIRST HAD HEARD OF SOVIET WISH CONNECT TB WITH NAP WAS IN KHRUSCHEV JULY 2 SPEECH. READY DISCUSS AND MAKE PROGRESS WITH TEST BAN. SOVIET UNION HAS OF COURSE FULL RIGHT TAKE UP OTHER MATTERS BUT WE UNABLE DO MORE THAN RECORD FACT BEEN DISCUSSED AND INDICATE IN FRIENDLY SPIRIT WOULD RAISE MATTER WITH OUR ALLIES.
3. AT THIS POINT GROMYKO TURNED ABRUPTLY FROM A FOP AND ASKED IF HARRIMAN HAD VIEWS RE ARTICLE RE WITHDRAWAL. INQUIRED IF BY CHANCE HARRIMAN COULD NOW AGREE NOT INCLUDE SUCH CLAUSE. HARRIMAN SAID NOT ONLY UNABLE CHANGE POSITION BUT WASHINGTON HAD ADVISED WITHDRAWAL CLAUSE ABSOLUTELY ESSENTIAL TO OBTAIN SENATE RATIFICATION. IF CLAUSE NOT INCLUDED SENATE WOULD ADOPT RESERVATION WHICH WOULD CAUSE SOVIET UNION MORE DIFFICULTY THAN WITHDRAWAL CLAUSE. SINCE "WITHDRAWAL" APPARENTLY HAS UNPLEASANT CONNOTATIONS FOR SOVIET UNION, COULD REFER THIS CLAUSE AS "DURATION" RATHER THAN "WITHDRAWAL CLAUSE." HARRIMAN'S EARNEST HOPE WAS SOVIETS COULD ACCEPT LANGUAGE ALONG PROPOSED LINES.

4. GROMYKO SAID AMENDMENT CHANGED LITTLE IN CLAUSE. REGRETTED US SHOULD STILL FEEL NECESSARY INCLUDE SUCH PROVISION. HOWEVER, SOVIETS COULD PERHAPS PROVIDE LANGUAGE FOR THIS ARTICLE TO MEET US POSITION. SAID PROCEEDING ON UNDERSTANDING THAT PEACEFUL USES CLAUSE DROPPED. AT THIS POINT READ TEXT SOVIET VERSION WITHDRAWAL CLAUSE WHICH SENT SEPARATELY. GROMYKO STATED HOPED THIS TEXT WOULD PROVE ACCEPTABLE TO ALL AS SOVIETS HAD PUT FORWARD IN ATTEMPT.

5. FACILITATE AGREEMENT. FELT LACK REFERENCE TO "VIOLATORS" HELPFUL, AS NOT CASTING DOUBTS ON ANYBODY'S INTENTIONS. RIGHT OF WITHDRAWAL SIMPLY EXERCISE OF EVERY STATE'S SOVEREIGNTY. HAD ALSO TAKEN INTO ACCOUNT US-UK EXPRESSION OF NEED FOR ADVANCE NOTICE. AS TEXT MIGHT REQUIRE ADDITIONAL STUDY, DISCUSSION OF IT MIGHT BE POSTPONED UNTIL TOMORROW.

6. HARRIMAN SAID AT FIRST BLUSH SOVIET PROPOSAL SEEMED VERY INTERESTING. HOWEVER WISHED RESERVE FORMAL COMMENT UNTIL FURTHER STUDY AND WASHINGTON'S REACTION WHICH WOULD BE SOUGHT SOONEST. RE GROMYKO'S UNDERSTANDING PEACEFUL USES CLAUSE DROPPED, SAID WOULD COVER THIS POINT AFTER RECEIPT WASHINGTON REACTION.

7. HAILSHAM SAID GRATEFUL FOR SOVIET SPIRIT OF ACCOMMODATION AND WOULD REFER TEXT LONDON FOR EARLIEST POSSIBLE COMMENT.

8. IN RESPONSE HAILSHAM QUESTION CONCERNING PREAMBLE. GROMYKO SAID FELT NOT SO BAD AND WOULD CERTAINLY WISH RETAIN REFERENCE TO "GENERAL AND COMPLETE DISARMAMENT." DID NOT UNDERSTAND WHY SUCH GENERAL REFERENCE WAS PROBLEM AS WENT NO FURTHER THAN UN RESOLUTION. WOULD ASK HARRIMAN RECONSIDER.

9. HARRIMAN SAID GENERAL AND COMPLETE DISARMAMENT USUALLY LINKED WITH "PEACEFUL SETTLEMENT OF DISPUTES." HAD BEEN DISCUSSED LONG AND AGREEMENT REACHED. WOULD NOT NOW LIKE UNDO. OUR VERSION SEEMS
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QUITE HARMLESS AND WOULD BE MORE SATISFACTORY TO US. HOPED GROMYKO MIGHT AGREE. PHRASE "ALL KINDS OF WEAPONS" INCLUDES NUCLEAR WEAPONS AND THEREFORE UNNECESSARY SINGLE OUT NUKES.

RETURNING ABRUPTLY TO NAP, GROMYKO SAID RAISING MATTER AGAIN BECAUSE FELT THERE WAS INSUFFICIENT AWARENESS IMPORTANCE SOVIETS ATTACH THIS MATTER. IF US AND UK COULD MAKE STEP FORWARD AND CONCLUDE NAP WOULD IMPROVE WHOLE INTERNATIONAL SITUATION. COULD SEE NO REASON FOR RESTRAINT. UNDERSTOOD CONSULTATION NECESSARY BUT WISHED KNOW ATTITUDE US AND UK GOVERNMENTS.

HARRIMAN EXPRESSED FULL UNDERSTANDING IMPORTANCE SOVIETS ATTACH THIS MATTER AND STATED THIS WHY HAD SUGGESTED TREATMENT IN COMMUNIQ.

AFTER AGREEMENT TO SOVIET PROPOSAL ON PRESS STATEMENT (WHICH SENT SEPARATELY) WAS AGREED MEET 3 PM TOMORROW. DRAFTING COMMITTEE MEETING 11 AM. (Emtcl 207)
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